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Low-energy QCD

Unitary/similarity 
transformations

Many-body methods

Nuclear structure and reactions

From Derek 
Leinweber 
website

From NPB Proceed. Suppl. 00 (2012) 1–37 
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NN+3N interactions 
from chiral EFT



Unified approach to bound & continuum states

● No-Core Shell Model

−  A-nucleon wave function expansion 

 in the harmonic oscillator basis

−  Short- and medium-range correlations

−  Bound states, narrow resonances


● NCSM with Resonating Group Method

−  Cluster expansion, clusters described by NCSM

−  Proper asymptotic behaviour

−  Long-range correlations


● No-Core Shell Model with Continuum

Unknowns



Structure of the 9He system

Two longstanding problems affect the physics of the 9He system

1. The existence of the 1/2+ resonance

2. The width of the 1/2- resonance


• Experimentally ~ 0.1 MeV

• Theoretically ~ 1 MeV

From talk by Nigel Orr at ECT* (2013)



Structure of the 9He system

● Two resonances found 
corresponding to 1/2- and 3/2- 
states


● No 1/2+ resonance has been 
found


● To reproduce the correct width of 
the 1/2- resonance is extremely 
important to reproduce the 
excitation energy of the 2+ state of 
8He

[Vorabbi et al., PRC 97, 034314 (2018)]



•Lanzhou experiment: possible 
resonant enhancement near the 
threshold 

•New LUNA experiment: ruled out 
the existence of low-energy 
resonances 

Nuclear Astrophysics 
•Determination of the 7Li abundance 
in the early universe 

•Prediction of the production rate of 
8B and 7Be neutrinos in the sun 

7Be and 7Li systems

[He et al., Phys. Lett. B 725, 287 (2013)]

[Piatti et al., Phys. Rev. C 102, 052802(R) (2020)]

Tritium Breeding 
•Fusion energy generation with 
deuteron-tritium fuel such ITER 
https://www.iter.org 

Theoretical Calculations 

•Analyzed mass partitions for 7Be 
-3He + 4He 

-6Li + p 

•Analyzed mass partitions for 7Li 
-3H + 4He 

-6Li + n 

-6He + p

https://www.iter.org/


7Li system
[Vorabbi, Navrátil, Quaglioni, Hupin, PRC 100, 024304 (2019)]

• Analysed mass partitions 
1. 3H + 4He 
2. 6Li + n 
3. 6He + p 

• The experimental energy spectrum is 
reproduced in the correct order 

• No coupling between the different mass 
partitions 

• Ground state and first excited state are 
obtained as bound states

Jp = 3/2- 3H + 4He 6Li + n 6He + p Exp.
E [MeV] -38.65 -38.13 -38.06 -39.245



7Li system – New predicted states
•Prediction of new states also with positive parity 
•Interesting prediction of a 1/2+ resonance just 
above the threshold of p+6He 
•We still have to keep in mind that this state is in 
the 3B continuum (4He+d+n)

Future experiment at TRIUMF!!! 
Status: approved 
Study of low-lying states in 7Li via 6He+p 
resonant elastic scattering in inverse 
kinematics
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Motivations

Increasing experimental efforts to develop the 
technologies necessary to study the elastic 
proton scattering in inverse kinematics 
Attempts to use such experiments to determine 
the matter distribution of nuclear systems at 
intermediate energies 

Measurements are not free from sizeable uncertainties 
The Glauber model is used to analyse the data 
An essential step in the data analysis is the subtraction 
of contributions from the inelastic scattering

Develop a microscopic approach to make reliable 
predictions for elastic and inelastic scattering

[Sakaguchi, Zenihiro, PPNP 97 (2017) 1–52]

A.V. Dobrovolsky, G.A. Korolev, S. Tang et al. Nuclear Physics A 1008 (2021) 122154

Fig. 4. Total and core matter distributions ρ(r) of the nuclear density in 14C (a), 15C (b), 16C (c) and 17C (d) deduced 
in the analysis by using model density parameterizations SF (Symmetrized Fermi), GH (Gaussian-Halo), GG (Gaussian-
Gaussian), and GO (Gaussian-Oscillator), for details see the text. The shaded areas represent the envelopes of the density 
variation within the model parameterizations applied, superimposed by the statistical errors. All density distributions are 
normalized to the number of nucleons.

isotope all density parameterizations also fit the experimental data well. The weighted mean rms 
matter radius of 16C, deduced from the GH, SF, GG, and GO parameterizations is

Rm = (2.70 ± 0.06) fm.

For the core radius and the radius of the valence neutrons distribution, the following mean values 
were determined: Rc = 2.41(5) fm and Rv = 4.20(26) fm.

The deduced nuclear matter density distributions obtained using different parameterizations of 
the nuclear matter distributions are plotted in Fig. 4. The shaded areas represent the envelopes of 
the density variation within the model parameterizations applied, superimposed by the statistical 
errors. Fig. 4 also shows the obtained core matter distributions. All density distributions refer to 
point-nucleon distributions.

Using the matter radii Rm deduced in the present work and the radii Rp of proton distributions 
obtained in Refs. [49] and [9], the radii Rn of neutron distributions and thicknesses of the neutron 
skins δnp = Rn − Rp for the nuclei of the studied carbon isotopes were determined (see Table 2) 
with the help of expression (3):

Rn = [(AR2
m − ZR2

p)/N ]1/2. (3)
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[Dobrovolsky et al., NPA 1008 (2021) 122154]

Y. MATSUDA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 034614 (2013)

FIG. 4. Excitation-energy spectrum of 9C for recoil angles of less
than 79◦. The solid line corresponds to the elastic events tagged with
SF5. The dotted line corresponds to all the events not tagged. The
small gray area is the background events normalized by the number
of 9C beams. The dashed lines indicate the gate of ±7.5 MeV for the
elastic events.

The matrix elements of the instrumental response function
were calculated using the Monte Carlo simulation code
GEANT3 [20]. After solving Eq. (2), we obtained the cross
sections in the center-of-mass frame by dividing the cor-
responding solid angle in the center-of-mass frame into
σi . Lastly, we removed data points around the end of the
measured angular region since we do not know the influx
of recoil protons from the outside region. The obtained cross
sections are plotted in Fig. 5 and are listed in Table V in
the Appendix. The experimental error includes statistical and
systematic uncertainties in the number of beams, the number
of target protons, the number of recoil protons, and the detector
efficiencies. Of these, the statistical error of the recoil protons
accounted for most of the experimental error. Nuclear reaction
loss in the NaI(Tl) [21] was not considered in this analysis
because the reduction was much less than the statistical error.
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FIG. 5. Angular distribution of the differential cross sections for
the H(9C,p) reaction at 277–300 MeV/nucleon (closed circles). The
data for 12C are also plotted as a reference (open circles). The best-fit
calculation with the modified MH model and the two-parameter Fermi
distributions is shown by the solid line.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The matter radius of 9C was deduced by fitting the present
angular distribution, which shows a smoother diffraction
pattern than that of 12C [22] as shown in Fig. 5 (open circles).
Section III A describes the reaction model, and the result is
given in Sec. III B.

A. Reaction model

We used and modified a model formulated by Murdock
and Horowitz (the MH model) [23]. The characteristics of
the MH model are that the effective NN scattering amplitude
is described by the simple direct plus exchange terms in the
framework of the RIA; the pseudovector coupling for the pseu-
doscalar meson instead of the pseudoscalar coupling restores
disagreement with phenomenological optical potentials at low
energies. In addition, the MH model can include medium
modification from Pauli blocking. However, we applied the
medium modification proposed in our previous work [3] to
take into account various nuclear many-body effects in terms
of the nuclear density. The modification of the effective NN
scattering amplitude from the original MH model, which arises
in the σ - and ω-meson exchange diagrams, is written as

g2
i , g

2
i → g2

i

1 + aiρB(r)/ρ0
,

g2
i

1 + aiρB(r)/ρ0
, (3a)

mi,mi → mi

(
1 + bi

ρB(r)
ρ0

)
, mi

(
1 + bi

ρB(r)
ρ0

)
,

i = σ,ω, (3b)

where g2
i are the coupling constants of the nucleon-meson

vertexes, mi are the masses of the propagators, and ρB(r)/ρ0 is
the baryon density divided by the normal density 0.1934 fm−3.
An overline indicates an imaginary part.

We determined the phenomenological coefficients
ai, ai, bi , and bi by the same procedure for the medium-heavy
stable nuclei [4,5]: the number of coefficients was reduced
to four (aσ = aσ , bσ = bσ , aω = aω, bω = bω), and they were
searched by means of the minimum chi-square method. The
chi-square is

χ2 =
N∑

j=1

[yj − y(θj ; ai, bi)]2

&y2
j

, (4)

where N is the number of data points, yj and &yj are the
j th experimental data and error, and y(θj ) is the calculated
cross section at an angle θj . In this analysis, we adopted the
scattering observables of the 12C(−→p ,p) reaction at 300 MeV to
be fitted because 12C is the nearby stable N = Z nucleus and
the charge density distribution was inferred by the electron
scattering precisely. Figure 6(a) shows the employed proton
vector and scalar density distributions, which are equal to the
employed neutron density distributions. The vector density
distribution ρV(r) was extracted by unfolding the sum-of-
Gaussians (SOG) charge density distribution [24] with the
intrinsic charge distributions of the proton and the neutron [25].
The SOG charge density distribution itself was used for the
Coulomb potential. On the other hand, we calculated the scalar

034614-4

[Matsuda et al., PRC 87, 034614 (2013)]
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The first-order optical potential

Free two-body scattering matrix Nonlocal one-body density

•Simple one-body equation 
•Can be solved easily 
•Only NN interaction

•Computationally expensive 
•Obtained from the No-Core 
Shell Model 
•Calculation performed with 
NN and 3N interaction

Møller factor

It imposes the Lorentz invariance of flux when we pass from 
the NA to the NN frame where the t matrices are evaluated



Assessing the impact of the 3N interaction

• For all nuclei we found very small contributions to the 
differential cross section 

• The contributions to the spin observable are larger and 
they seem to improve the agreement with the data

Vorabbi et al., PRC 103, 024604 (2021)



Extension to non-zero spin targets

[Vorabbi et al., Phys. Rev. C 105, 014621 (2022)]



Extension to non-zero spin targets

[Vorabbi et al., Phys. Rev. C 105, 014621 (2022)]



Extension to antiproton-nucleus elastic scattering



Summary

No-Core Shell Model with Continuum 
• Inclusion of short- and long-range correlations 
• Proper asymptotic behaviour 
• Unified description of bound and scattering states 
• Future ab initio description of alpha clusters in light nuclei 

Microscopic Optical Potential 
• Simplification of the full many-body problem 
• Derivation of an effective nucleon-nucleus complex interaction 
• Good description of the elastic scattering observables 
• Future extension to inelastic scattering and other processes


